
29.04.2020 | ARE YOU REORGANIZING YOUR PRODUCTION?
RELIABLE TIME DATA HELPS NOW!

Reorganizing production, reallocating work, keeping distance rules? Then you need reliable
time data! On the shop floor, time determination is hardly feasible due to contact avoidance
requirements. But with MTM-EasyTime, the cloud-based software for time management, time
determination also works online.

Many corporations are facing the task of having to reorganize their work processes
at this time.

Are you forced to reorganize your production, e.g. because supply chains are disrupted? 
Do you have to restructure assembly processes to adhere to the safe distance rules?
Do you have to reallocate tasks because of short-time work?
Do the increased hygiene measures ranging from washing hands to regularly changing
face masks have to be included in the work sequences and processes?
Do you have to develop alternative scenarios for production programs that have been
changed at short notice?

Then you need reliable time data.
Did you know, for example, that you have to plan approx. 1 second per meter for additional
routes required to maintain the minimum distance between people? Did you know that it
takes about 4 seconds to put on and take off a face mask? Times determined by MTM offer
you the reliability of a globally accepted standard system.

Determining times on the shop floor is hardly possible any longer because of the instructions
for preventing contact between people. However, you can now determine times online using
MTM-EasyTime, the cloud-based software for time management. Simply log in at
www.mtm-easy.com and try out the new software. You just need a list of items and basic
information about the workplace in question.

http://www.mtm-easy.com


If you do not have the capacity to use MTM-EasyTime yourself or if you need support for
reorganizing your production or implementing the new distance rules at your corporation,
then simply use MTM as your back office. Deutsche MTM- Gesellschaft mbH offers to
calculate your “new” production times as an online service too.

Your contact partner:
Ralf Jaehnke, Consultancy Department
E-mail: ralf.jaehnke@dmtm.com
Cell phone: +49 151 17111 827

If you want to know more about the benefits and ways of using the software, then take part in
a webinar on MTM-EasyTime. You will find the dates here. The next webinar will take place
on 8 May, 9 - 10 a.m. (CEST). Register here

You will find the complete range of online services provided by MTM Organization for
training, consulting and software  here.

Make use of the opportunities to share your experience with MTM experts using our
chat facilities:

MTM-/EAWS Instructors’ Lounge (with colleagues from the MTM Academy):
19 May 2020 10 - 11 a.m. (CEST) and 3 - 4 p.m. (CEST) in English

MTM After-Work Lounge (with MTM managers):
Wednesdays, 6 - 7 p.m. (CEST) in English

TiCon Consultation Hour (with colleagues from the Software Center):
Thursdays, 1 - 2 p.m. (CEST)
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